
Days of the Golden Moon
20 Poems by Scott Sherman



They Used to Talk About Burning Cities

My parents used to talk about a burning city at dinner,
a metaphor for my brother.
The legs of the glossed wooden table rose up in four points
and made the oaky outline of a battered, cornered coffin.
The horizon was on the other side.
It would always roll back towards the sink.

I heard my mother and my father talking.
I can’t remember how sick anger made me,
or if any medicine was strong enough.
I wanted to think about their ability to forget him,
how their stone faces pushed mercury up my thermometer
but the grinding of teeth and pestle drowned out my thoughts.
In children’s stories they shipped medicine to cities that were in trouble
but it never made it to metropolises that burned in the night.

Everyone forgot about the city.
I wanted to live in its departed streets,
laugh at films that never stopped playing in empty theaters.
Mannequins in ruined buildings, avatars for dust and charcoal skies.
Burnt out dance studios where flush people had pirouetted.

My father would wash his hands after dinner.
He scrubbed his fingers until the red, raw flesh looked like blood
creeping out sore skin.

I wish I could visit, but the subways don’t run there anymore,
the routes were crossed out with black ink pens
that had a crimson tint when they dried.
They took the city off the map, said:
You need to forget him.

It was only when my sickness got worse that the hallucinations began.
I saw the city, buildings, parks and people were back.
I fell into him like forgotten afternoons.
He scattered on a dusty breeze,
the same way that wind takes ash 
when everything burns to the ground. 
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Five

I’m five,
sitting in the sunflower field outside my house
waiting for you, brother, to come out.
We have to hurry,
the sun will be home from work soon.
At night it’s too drunk to be reasoned with.
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Projections

Fourteen,
watching midnight lightning 
strike open fields through Gothic rain.

Twenty-one,
walking down puddled roads with you.
Lamppost lights project golden moons
beneath our feet.
Your face projects ether, 
plugged into the night-sky movie screen. 
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Sunday Morning

You left a note:
I have the car and I’m going to drive it off the cliffs,
I’m going to be with someone who loves me
forever.
I ran.

I stopped.
Thought:
Tumble over the edge.
Emerge from the wreck screaming,
a pink translucent inferno. 
Burn alongside your heart
in the flames under this ground.

I imagined
your smoldering corpse
climbing up my leg as I try to push you off.
Charcoal smoke drifting off you into the air, 
coiling with the clouds.
You’re the reason these morning skies turn black at night.
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Substances

12:11 A.M.
Alice in her wonderland, never got fucked
up by all the drugs at that party.
She valued sobriety.
My mind is not mine
controlled by the water of nirvana
coming over.

1:00 A.M.
Inside.
So much noise from trees laughing 
like the chainsaws cutting into them.
I come here so often, yet
I cannot remember where this road goes.
Home? Guillotine? Sky so distant?

3:10 A.M.
ocean floor - murky            discontinuity
synapses slathering                  dumb
faces easy to sea               see
blissful tide                                        approaching.

4:33 A.M.
strings snap purple walls flip fluorescent dogs dodge as the gods duck violet purity dancing in its holy 
dress white washed fawns fly look while the dodgy walls snap synapses hurricane coming close crashing 
water walls glowing so crimson on myself succumbed. 
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Cowboy Dan
          “Cowboy Dan's a major player in the cowboy scene, 

          he goes to the reservation, drinks and gets mean.”
- Isaac Brock

With great acknowledgment 
to the lyrics of Isaac Brock.

Need to drive through city to get to bar
gotta find the keys, get the engine turned over.
Christ I couldn’t even do that if I was sober,
drank a few too many days.

Don’t have thoughts anymore,
heart’s a bitter buffalo.
My mind is faltering scarecrow
on skyscraper’s roof.

This modern shit ain’t for me
and I want out 

desperately. 

Drove out to the desert
put the rifle barrel in my mouth, slurred:

God, you took care of yourself over me.
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Lightning

My arms shake if I try to form anything delicate.
Whenever I’d write the word “love” on napkins or hands
they’d tear. 

I wear name tags in my house at night. 
“Hello I’m…”

Shaking your hand.
Smashing the phone. 

Making amends.
Regressing.

I stand in fields during storms.
Lightning refuses to hit me,
to join with me for one moment 
in a stagnated eternity. 
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Meridian

my eyes are closed. i’m kissing repetition.
kissing your back. your head is gone.
my eyes are closed. i’m kissing repetition.
kissing your shoulders. your face is gone.
my eyes are closed. i’m kissing repetition.
kissing your neck. your color is gone.
Meridian lips. Eyes open.
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Mr. Yoest Explains to the Officers Why There May Have Been a Noise Complaint 

Admittedly, I was drunk when I was screaming about how tired I am of driving outside the suburbs, and 
that I’ve always loved living on the highest level of buildings because having the liberty to jump out the 
window is empowering. Yes, I was drunk off the smell of my wife on my clothes when I left her a message 
apologizing for always being late and giving the flowers to her shadow. In fact, every night you can find me 
receding into a creaking pew chair, drunk to the point where if I try to focus on the light above the kitchen 
table I can’t tell what's spinning. I may fume loudly when I see bottles dressed in factory orange 
demanding that I don’t take these pills and drink because what, you don’t think alcohol gets lonely too? 
Maybe alcohol feels so alone that at 3:30 in the morning it turns the T.V. on mute in a lightless room so that
through the blue hues on the wall it can believe it’s deep, drowning in the ocean. Some days my hands 
shake more than my chest and I cannot screw caps off bottles or rib cages off hearts. Every night I look in 
the mirror thinking it’s a picture and I wonder why my wife isn’t in it, praying in the next moment she’ll 
move into the frame and let her hand rest on my cheek.
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                The Citadel

                            I
My house
my citadel

my childhood
is one in a neighborhood.

            II
My parents would always fight in the kitchen,

while I opened the back door to sweep out dust.
The dog growled at the sound of hinges.

III
I wanted to be my mother’s soul,

that ended up coloring the back wall of her bedroom closet.
She hated to paint in anything other than beige.

I refuse to be dad.
Rotting in a hospital,

tubes running their course inside.
Machines mocking heart.

With the same rhythm
from when your hand kissed her face.

IV
We all live inside this hollow obsidian.

I still sleep with the lights off,
so I can believe your eyes are open again

and I just can’t see them through the darkness.
V

please don’t fuck with me anymore,
cryptic house.

the smell of decaying wood 
skin

memories.
VI

My life has settled at the point where any full breath bringing any full season to my lungs 
is appreciated.

VII
All the citadels with their white-picket fences,

blackened spires all in a row.
Walls adorned with pale thoughts

that hang forever.
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Today

mom cried
as she was leaving the market
and the grocery bags ripped.

mom buried
her head in her arms at the dinner table,
while I was conquering my T-Rex chicken nuggets. 

mom yelled
to go play outside when the phone rang,
and she said dad’s name.  
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Todd Tells Chris

In an unbound cubicle, Earth enters data into a computer
calculating every rotation, storm, and child it will make.

I planted luminary within you,
while you hung planets on the atmosphere wall.
We kissed the foreheads of beaches 
and pulled up wave blankets.

The dusk sky swells with your stomach.
When I put my lips to your growing skin,
I can feel the light inside of you 
kicking. 
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Tremble

Some days my hands shake like my heart did when I first unbuttoned your bra, 
the same way it will shake when I pull the zipper 
down your ribcage. 
My hands, holding my heart quake 
like a geriatric trapped in a nursing home,
even though he knows how to find Atlantis, God, 
family. 
My heart cannot be outstretched any further than it is now, 
take it before the weight of it topples me forward. 
When you do, keep it with you 
so that it will not tremble like an infant’s death rattle, 
but beat to the rhythm of your swaying ocean chest. 
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Cicadas

Did you know
cicadas live in the tree outside your house?
I heard them all those summer nights you sent me packing,
because you just wanted to get some sleep. 

I had to write notes along the lines of my palm,
so that in the morning
I’d remember to love you.
I compare how fucked up that is
to the way I wore stained clothes,
so that you’d notice something about me.

I tried to peel off my inked hands,
like the carapace of a cicada singing in your trees.
The embedded tendons
stuck. 
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Riding Into Sunsets

Cigarette casing censure
unloading out of your barrel throat. 
I, stagnated rust
never saw the irony in keeping you on my speed-dial,
never thought to blame you for boring into my brain 
and birthing bear traps.
I know how terrifying of a trap bearing me was.

I know the agony Icarus felt when he ignited 
next to the center of his universe,
a life spent soaking in kerosene. 
If you ever want to know how it felt when you left,
focus on finding your breath, 
and realize how long it took me to find mine to death 
in your infinite inferno. 

Landmine carapace, you
never realized not everyone wants to go home,
as if that could have saved us from being bullet casings 
seeding battlefields. 
I know backwards is four words, so repeat after me:
I still love you.
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Bones & Bear Traps

It took me a year and a half to break into the chocolates I bought for you.
Eating them made me nauseous,
like your stomach, when it heaved with the morning
sickness at the thought of staying around 
at least another seven months.

You made believe my bones were traps
that’d tear your muscles, catch your blood.
When the time came you pulled me out
like ingrown metal. 

You burnt enough of yourself,
that even after you stopped coming home
I could still smell you,
as if we were in bed on the first night, 
fucking with the same passion 
you had in separating yourself from me.

The last time I saw you,
I was drunk in the driver’s seat of my car.
You wouldn’t kiss me 
and coughed into the night air.

You need to know
I didn’t drive on the wrong side of the road on purpose,
there are just too many gifts for you 
piling up in my closet.
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Five II

These sunflowers grow taller every moment.
I dream about the day where they tower over us,
and he can’t see our heads fading into the field,
towards the golden moon. 
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Weekends

I’d say you look beautiful, 
but I’m tired of talking into an empty beehive.  
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Home Sick

4 A.M.
Ghosts hanging on trees outside windows,
heads impaled on mailboxes. 
104° fever. 

I’d sleep on the pull-out sofa while mom cleaned upstairs.
If I heard furniture dragging on the floor
I’d check on her, in case she was moving a chair 
underneath ceiling beams in the living room.

Realize how much nursing homes 
smelt so much like my own.
Wet leaves and stale casket wood,
walls lined with both.

When I become aware of these things,
I breathe out chlorine,
as if my mother had stepped off,
and in her last pendulum moments
found all her swaying moved her nowhere. 
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We Dead

When we dead awaken
we come as the crow 

you planted in the earth 
in a hole-punched shoe box.

When we dead awaken
we come as the dog,

 who tried to pull himself out of the road
back to you, a half-empty roll of toothpaste. 

When we dead awaken
we come as the father,

whose heart boiled your brain, whose hands 
sent you into the backyard with a shovel.

When we dead awaken,
we come as the fall days

that you buried away
in the forests of Connecticut.   
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